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Summary

This paper models and investigates the incorporation of economic transmission

switching (TS) into integrated generation and transmission maintenance

scheduling (IMS) and the effect of transmission switching on integrated main-

tenance scheduling (IMSwTS). To ensure security of power system over main-

tenance horizon, N‐1 criteria is considered in the model. The N‐1 secure

IMSwTS problem is formulated as a mixed‐integer linear programming model

(MILP). The MILP model of this paper cannot be solved with commercial

solver in a reasonable time; therefore, with the aim of solving high computa-

tional burden, the model is decomposed into TS subproblem and IMS subprob-

lem, and each subproblem variables related to other subproblem is fixed. The

proposed model and decomposition approach are implemented on IEEE

modified 24‐bus reliability test system and solved by using the CPLEX solver

under GAMS modeling environments. The results demonstrate that consider-

ing TS in IMS alters the maintenance schedule and brings cost saving.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The emergence of smart transmission networks provides several opportunities to improve and optimize electricity

transmission systems.1 Transmission lines are generally treated as static assets which their statuses do not change except

for maintenance and contingency situations. Economic transmission switching (TS) is one of these opportunities which

can be utilized to increase the flexibility of smart transmission systems. Although TS can be used as a corrective action

in contingencies to address undervoltage and overvoltage situations as well as transmission overloading, economic TS

aims to control the transmission topology in the normal situation to attain lower operation cost. Even though TS is

an operational action, it may affect on medium‐term and long‐term power system decisions.2-4

TS as a corrective action is utilized to achieve different goals. In Wei and Vittal,5 line and bus‐bar switching as cor-

rective actions are used to alleviate overload of lines and undervoltage or overvoltage violations happened by contingen-

cies. Corrective TS is a congestion management tool which can be used by the system operator to relieve overloads

instead of dispatching costly generators or load curtailment. Corrective TS is utilized in the previous studies6,7 to

improve system security and to minimize loss and/or cost reduction, respectively. In Fisher et al,8 economic TS is incor-

porated into optimal power flow (OPF) problem. The objective function of the resulting mixed‐integer linear program

(MILP) problem is minimizing dispatch cost, and no security criterion is considered in the model. The model of Fisher
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et al8 is used in Hedman et al9 to study the impacts of TS on prices and players, eg, generators and loads, in the market

environment as well as the computational aspects. In Hedman et al,10 the N‐1 security constraints are added to the

model presented in Fisher et al.8 A two‐stage robust OPF with TS considering N‐K contingency constraint security cri-

terion is proposed in Ding et al.11 The model of Hedman et al,10 which is defined for only one time interval, is extended

in Hedman et al12 to account for intertemporal generator constraints such as maximum ramp up and ramp down rates

as well as minimum down and up times which results in a security‐constrained unit commitment (SCUC) with TS prob-

lem. The problem is solved by decomposing it into a SCUC subproblem and a security‐constrained TS subproblem. The

results show that the unit commitment schedule may be changed by changing the transmission topology. The SCUC

with TS problem is formulated and solved in Khodaei and Shahidehpour13 by decomposing the problem into SCUC

master problem and TS subproblem. Generation and transmission expansion planning with TS problem is formulated

and solved in Khodaei et al.2 Transmission expansion planning with TS problem is formulated as MILP models consid-

ering element failure and demand uncertainty in the previous studies,3,4 respectively. The results exhibit that TS may

alter the expansion plan. In order to calculate locational marginal prices and study the impacts of the optimal TS on

the electricity node prices, the dual problem of the MILP model presented in Hedman et al10 is formed by fixing the

binary variables to their optimal values. A heuristic greedy algorithm is proposed in Balasubramanian et al14 to address

the high computational burden of corrective TS for real‐time applications. Robust optimization and chance‐constrained

programming methods are used to cope with load and wind power uncertainties in optimal TS problems in the previous

studies,15,16 respectively. A real‐time contingency analysis tool with corrective TS is proposed in Balasubramanian et al17

and its comparison with the Pennsylvania‐New Jersey‐Maryland (PJM) list of corrective switching solutions shows that

this paper's proposed tool provides significant saving. Information gap decision theory is used to deal with wind gener-

ation uncertainty in SCUC with TS problem in Nikoobakht.18 Economic TS for power systems with limited automation

and control systems is considered in Jabarnejad et al19 which leads to a seasonal economic TS problem wherein

switching only happens at the beginning of each time interval (season).

In da Silva,20 transmission constraints are incorporated into generation maintenance scheduling (GMS) problem. In

view of tight GMS constraints in current power systems, a fuzzy MILP formulation is proposed in Leou21 to seek for the

solution with minimum violations from the desired plan. An incentive‐based coordination mechanism for GMS

between the system operator and generation companies (Gencos) in a restructured power system is proposed in Conejo

et al,22 in which the Gencos maximizes their profit over the scheduling horizon whereas the system operator makes sure

a predetermined level of reliability. In Barot et al,23 an iterative coordination approach similar to Conejo et al22 based on

unserved energy is proposed for GMS in deregulated power systems. GMS in electricity markets is modeled as a nonco-

operative dynamic game which is performed by ISO in Min et al.24 In Pandzic et al,25 GMS is modeled as a mathemat-

ical programming with equilibrium constraints (MPEC) for each Genco, and then, all of these GMS problems are joined

together which forms an equilibrium problem with equilibrium constraint (EPEC). A modified Benders' decomposition

in Changlin et al26 solved short‐term transmission maintenance scheduling (TMS). GMS considering long‐term SCUC

problem is solved by Benders' decomposition and relaxation induced algorithms in.27 A similar approach is used to solve

GMS in electricity markets in Wang et al.28 A risk‐based approach for TMS is presented in Yong et al.29 A bilevel TMS

model, in which the upper level program aims at maximizing the transmission capacity margin whereas the lower level

program mimics the market clearing for all time intervals in the TMS planning horizon, is proposed in Pandzic et al.30

GMS and TMS affect on each other that in Ahmad et al31 consider both together. It is beneficial to consider both of these

problems together which is called integrated maintenance scheduling (IMS). In Marwali et al,32 IMS problem is

decomposed into a master problem in which the maintenance decisions are taken and subproblems which aim at

minimizing the operation cost. An IMS model considering N‐1 contingencies is proposed in Wang et al.33 Stochastic

coordination of IMS and SCUC is studied in Wang et al34 in which Lagrangian relaxation method is used to separate

and solve the problem. IMS is formulated as a biobjective optimization problem with the aim of minimizing cost and

maximizing reliability in Subramanian et al.35 A model for GMS is proposed in Suresh et al36 which aims to reduce loss

of load probability as a power system reliability measure. Modified versions of teaching learning algorithm, genetic algo-

rithm, and particle swarm optimization are used to solve to maintenance scheduling problems in Subramanian et al35

and Kim et al37 and Suresh et al,36 respectively.

According to presented literature, review optimal TS is taking into account in various power system studies, eg,

power system operation and power system planning. In power system operation, TS is used in OPF (eg,8-10 and UC

(eg,12,13) and also in power system planning, and TS is used in transmission and system expansion planning (eg,2-4).

Although TS is taken into account in short‐term scheduling (eg,9,10,12,13) as well as long‐term expansion planning

(eg,2-4) models, all of which show that incorporating TS into the planning problems may result in lower system cost
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as well as modified operation and expansion plans, but is not used in maintenance scheduling. Therefore, in this paper,

TS is incorporated into the IMS problem also. The N‐1 contingency constraints are also considered in the proposed

model to make sure that the maintenance schedule is N‐1 secure. Moreover, a decomposition method is proposed to

solve the computationally heavy IMSwTS model. Finally, the provided model and solution method are tested on a

standard test system which shows that incorporating TS into the IMS decreases the power system operation and

maintenance cost over the scheduling horizon and changes the maintenance generation and transmission schedule.

The preventive maintenance of power system components is used to decrease the forced outages of them. However,

planned outages of generation units and transmission lines decrease the available generation and transmission capacity

which may reduce the security of supply. In addition, disconnecting transmission lines could degrade security. There-

fore, the power system security should be accounted for systematically in IMSwTS problem to address these concerns.

In this paper, N‐1 contingency constraints are included in the proposed model to take contingencies into account.

The IMS problem comprises several snapshots which mimic the power system operation. Moreover, these snapshots

are linked by the component outage decision variables. In addition, maintenance and TS decision variables link the

normal and contingency states together. Therefore, IMSwTS is a large‐scale mixed‐integer optimization problem with

high computational burden which may not be solved by commercial solvers in a reasonable time. In this paper, the

decomposition approach of Hedman et al12 is adapted to address the high computational burden of IMSwTS problem,

in which the problem is decomposed into a IMS subproblem and an economic TS one.

The paper is organized as follows: After the Section 1, the formulation of the IMSwTS problem is presented in Section

2. The decomposition strategy is provided in Section 3. The numerical results of implementing the proposed model and

decomposition strategy are discussed in Section 4. The concluding remarks and future works are presented in Section 5.

2 | PROBLEM FORMULATION

The objective function of the problem defined in (1) is minimizing the system cost over the planning horizon composed

of generation and transmission maintenance costs as well as the fuel cost.

min
Ω

∑
∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t

Hgt⋅Xgt þ ∑
∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t

H lt⋅Y ltþ

∑
∀g; ∀t

cg⋅DT t⋅P
n
gt

0

B@

1

CA (1)

where Ω = {Xgt,∀g ∈ Gm,∀t, Ylt, ∀ l ∈ Lm, ∀ t, Zlt, ∀ l ∈ Ls, ∀ t, Pc
gt; ∀g; ∀t; ∀c, F

c
lt; ∀l; ∀t; ∀c, θ

c
bt;∀b;∀t;∀c

�
denote to all

problem variables.

For each generator scheduled for maintenance, a binary variable (Xgt) is defined as a binary variable in (2) that

determines the starting time of the maintenance. Likewise, Ylt is defined as a binary variable for each transmission line

scheduled for maintenance that determines the starting transmission line maintenance time interval as imposed in (3).

In (4), Zlt are binary variables that indicate the statuses of the switchable lines, ie, 0 for open and 1 for closed. Note that

the scheduled statuses of the switchable lines do not change in the base case and contingencies.

Xgt ∈ 0; 1f g∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t (2)

Y lt ∈ 0; 1f g∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t (3)

Zlt ∈ 0; 1f g∀l ∈ Ls; ∀t (4)

Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that the maintenance of the generators and the transmission lines are started within

the scheduling horizon, respectively.

∑
t

Xgt ¼ 1∀g ∈ Gm (5)

∑
t

Y lt ¼ 1∀l ∈ Lm (6)
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In order to make sure that the maintenance of the generators and transmission lines is finished in the planning hori-

zon, Xgt and Ygt as binary variables denote the starting maintenance periods of the generators, and transmission lines are

set to zero for time intervals greater than or equal to |T| − MDg/l + 1 in (7) and (8), respectively. If the maintenance of a

generating unit or transmission line starts at the beginning of time interval |T| − MDg/l + 1, it will be finished at the

beginning of time interval |T| − MDg/l + 1 + MDg/l = |T| + 1 or at the end of the time interval |T|. Therefore, time inter-

val |T| − MDg/l + 1 is the last time interval that the maintenance can be started and finished in the planning horizon.

Xgt ¼ 0∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t ≥ jTj−MDg þ 1
� �

(7)

Y lt ¼ 0∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t ≥ jTj−MDl þ 1ð Þ (8)

The output of each generation unit not due for maintenance is defined as a positive variable which is limited by its

capacity (Pg) and its contingency state (Uc
g) as mathematically expressed in (9).

0 ≤ Pc
gt ≤ Uc

g⋅Pg∀g ∈ Gnm; ∀t; ∀c (9)

The output of each generation unit due for maintenance is defined as a positive control variable which is limited by

its capacity (Pg) and its contingency state Uc
g and is also influenced by its maintenance status as stated in (10). The out-

put of each generation unit due for maintenance is also influenced by its maintenance status. Thus, since the generation

unit maintenance decision variable Xgt denotes to the maintenance starting time not the unit is under maintenance or

not, it is needed to determine starting maintenance at which time intervals result in maintenance of the unit in time

interval t. For this aim, we define operator 〈g, t〉 = max(1, t − MDg + 1) which determines the first time interval that

if the maintenance of unit g starts, the unit will be in maintenance in time interval t. In other words, the unit g will

be in maintenance if the maintenance starts at each of time intervals 〈g, t〉 to t. Thus, the maintenance starting time

statuses are summed over these time intervals ∑t
τ¼ g;th iXgτ to determine whether the unit is under maintenance or

not. The value of ∑t
τ¼ g;th iXgτ is equal to 1 when the unit is under maintenance, and the output of the unit is 0.

0 ≤ Pc
gt ≤ 1 − ∑

t

τ¼ g;th i

Xgτ

 !
⋅Uc

g⋅Pg∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t; ∀c (10)

Constraint (11) states that the outputs of generation units should not be changed when the forced outage of a trans-

mission line is the contingency, which is a preventive approach in modeling transmission line failure. In other words,

the constraint (11) results in a schedule which does not violate from postcontingency boundaries, and thus, no correc-

tive action is needed to eliminate violation. Constraint (12) limits the difference between postcontingency and normal

outputs of units to their down and up ramp rates when the forced outage of a transmission line is the contingency.

Pc
gt ¼ Pn

gt∀g; ∀t; ∀c ∈ Cl (11)

Pn
gt − RDg ≤ Pc

gt ≤ Pn
gt þ RUg∀g; ∀t; ∀c ∈ Cg (12)

The voltage phase angle is restricted in (13).

θ
min ≤ θ

c
bt ≤ θ

max∀b; ∀t; ∀c (13)

The reserve constraint is defined in (14) which states that the available generation capacity should be greater than or

equal to multiplication of the each time interval load and one plus the reserve rate. Reserve rate may be defined as a

percentage of load to cope with demand fluctuation.

∑
∀g ∈ Gm

1 − ∑
t

τ¼ g;th i

Xgτ

 !
⋅Uc

g⋅Pg þ ∑
∀g ∈ Gnm

Uc
g⋅Pg ≥ DLt⋅ 1þ Rð Þ∀t; ∀c (14)

The nodal balance is enforced in (15), in which the left‐hand side of each equation is the bus injection, ie, generation

extracted by demand, and its right‐hand side is the power flows from and to the bus, respectively. The nodal balance
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equations are written for both normal (c = 0) and contingency cases (∀c ≥ 1).

∑
∀g ∈ Gb

Pc
gt − Dbt ¼ ∑

∀l ∈ L
f

b

Fc
lt − ∑

∀l ∈ Lt
b

Fc
lt∀b; ∀t; ∀c (15)

The transmission lines can be classified into switchable and nonswitchable on the one hand and lines assumed and

not assumed to be maintained on the other hand, which results in four categories. The relation between the power flows

and voltage angles are modeled for these four line categories in (16) to (19). The value of Ml is set to (θmax
− θ

min)/xl
according to the previous studies.3,10,12 Similar with generation units, the summation over time 〈l, t〉, which is defined

as max(1, t − MDl + 1), to time t is used to determine the lines which are under maintenance in time interval tin (18)

and (19).

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Ml⋅ 1 − Uc
l

� �
∀l ∈ Lnm∩Lnsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (16)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Ml⋅ 2 − Uc
l − Zlt

� �
∀l ∈ Lnm∩Lsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (17)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Ml⋅ 1 − Uc
l þ ∑

t

τ¼ l;th i

Y lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm∩Lnsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (18)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Mc
l ⋅ 2 − U l − Zlt þ ∑

t

τ¼ l;th i

Y lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm∩Lsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (19)

The power flows of all transmission lines are limited to their maximum flows times their contingency statuses (20).

Moreover, the power flows of switchable lines and due for maintenance lines are restricting in (21) and (22),

respectively.

Fc
lt

�� �� ≤ F
c

l ⋅U
c
l∀l; ∀t; ∀c (20)

Fc
lt

�� �� ≤ F
c

l ⋅Zlt∀l ∈ Ls; ∀t; ∀c (21)

Fc
lt

�� �� ≤ F
c

l ⋅ 1 − ∑
t

τ¼ l;th i

Y lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t; ∀c (22)

The IMSwTS problem is modeled for power systems with integrated structure to concentrate on the effects of TS on

IMS problem regardless of the restrictions and impacts of restructured power system. However, the proposed model can

be adapted for restructured power system.

The resulting IMSwTS is a large‐scale MILP optimization problem. Although this problem can be solved by the

off‐the‐shelf commercial optimization solvers, it may need prohibitive memory and CPU times requirements. A

decomposition‐based solution approach will be provided in the next section.

3 | DECOMPOSITION APPROACH

The decomposition approach of Hedman et al12 is utilized in this paper for solving the IMSwTS problem. This decom-

position approach is successfully applied to optimal day‐ahead unit commitment and transmission switching in

Hedman et al,12 in which the N‐1 reliable unit commitment problem is solved firstly. Then, the problem is solved with

fixed unit commitment status variables, which results in transmission switching statuses. This process continues repeat-

edly until either the unit commitment and transmission switching variables do not change or the solution time window
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exhausted. In this paper, the IMSwTS problem is separated into two subproblems: IMS subproblem and TS subproblem.

The first subproblem is IMS subproblem (23) to (27) in which all transmission switching variables are replaced with

fixed preset parameters (bZlt).

IMS subproblem:

min
ΩIMS

OFIMS ¼

∑
∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t

Hgt⋅Xgtþ

∑
∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t

H lt⋅Y ltþ

∑
∀g; ∀t

cg⋅DTt⋅P
n
gt

0

BBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCA
(23)

Subject to

2ð Þ; 3ð Þ; 5ð Þ; 16ð Þ; 18ð Þ; 20ð Þ; 22ð Þ (24)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Ml⋅ 2 − Uc
l −
bZlt

� �
∀l ∈ Lnm∩Lsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (25)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Mc
l ⋅ 2 − U l −

bZlt þ ∑
t

τ¼ l;th i

Y lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm∩Lsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (26)

Fc
lt

�� �� ≤ F
c

l ⋅bZlt∀l ∈ Ls; ∀t; ∀c (27)

where ΩIMS ¼ Ω Zlt;∀l ∈ Ls;∀tf g.

In the first iteration, the transmission switching variables are set to one (bZlt ¼ 1), ie, all lines are connected. Once the

IMS problem is solved, then the second subproblem is solved. The second subproblem is TS subproblem (28) to (33). In

order to obtain TS subproblem, the maintenance starting time variables, ie, Xgt and Ylt, are removed and substituted by

fixed preset values bXgtand bY lt, respectively. Moreover, the constraints which are defined over only maintenance variables

are omitted from the IMSwTS model.

TS subproblem:

min
ΩTS

OFTS ¼

∑
∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t

Hgt⋅Xgtþ

∑
∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t

H lt⋅Y ltþ

∑
∀g; ∀t

cg⋅DTt⋅P
n
gt

0

BBBBBB@

1

CCCCCCA
(28)

Subject to

4ð Þ; 9ð Þ; 11ð Þ; 17ð Þ; 20ð Þ; 21ð Þ (29)

0 ≤ Pc
gt ≤ 1 − ∑

t

τ¼ g;th i

bXgτ

 !
⋅Uc

g⋅Pg∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t; ∀c (30)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Ml⋅ 1 − Uc
l þ ∑

t

τ¼ l;th i

bY lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm∩Lnsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (31)

Fc
lt −

θ
c
fr lð Þ;t − θto lð Þ;t

xl

�����

����� ≤ Mc
l ⋅ 2 − U l − Zlt þ ∑

t

τ¼ l;th i

bY lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm∩Lsð Þ; ∀t; ∀c (32)
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Fc
lt

�� �� ≤ F
c

l ⋅ 1 − ∑
t

τ¼ l;th i

bY lτ

 !
∀l ∈ Lm; ∀t; ∀c (33)

where ΩTS ¼ Ω Xgt;∀g ∈ Gm; ∀t;Y lt;∀l ∈ Lm;∀t
� �

.

Note that at least one solution exists for TS subproblem, ie, the solution with the states of the transmission lines in

the IMS subproblem at the current iteration. Similarly, at least one solution exists for the IMS subproblem which is the

solution with the maintenance statuses of the previous iteration's TS subproblem. Therefore, if a maintenance schedule

exists without taking TS into account, the IMS subproblem at the first iteration is feasible, and thus, according to the

mentioned reasoning, all IMS and TS subproblems will be feasible.

If the switching states of the transmission lines do not change over two consecutive iterations, the algorithm is

converged. In this situation, on the one hand, the last maintenance schedule is the best schedule for the last obtained

switching schedule, and on the other hand, the last switching schedule is the best schedule for the last obtained main-

tenance schedule. Thus, both maintenance and transmission schedules will not be altered if the algorithm continues or

in other words the algorithm is converged. The algorithm continues to global optimality if the mentioned stopping

criterion is utilized. Other methods may be utilized as stopping criteria. If the objective function of TS subproblem

changes slowly, the algorithm could be stopped. This criterion can be defined as OFk
TS − OFk−1

TS

� �
=OFk

TS ≤ ε, where

OFk
TS is the value of TS subproblem objective function at iteration k and ε is a small value, eg, 10−5.

The decomposition algorithm for solving IMSwTS problem is as follows:

Step 0. Set all transmission lines closed (bZlt ¼ 1) and fix the iteration counter to 1 ().

Step 1. Solve the IMS subproblem and obtain solution (X*

gt and Y *

lt). Fix maintenance statuses, ie, bXgt ¼ X*

gt and

bY lt ¼ Y *

lt .

Step 2. Solve the TS subproblem and obtain solution (Z*

lt) and TS subproblem objective function (OF*

TS). Fix TS

statuses (bZlt ¼ Z*

lt). Save objective function value (OFk
TS ¼ OF*

TS) and TS statuses (Zk
lt ¼ Z*

lt).

Step 3. If k > 1 andZk
lt ¼ Zk−1

lt , return (bXgt, bY lt , and bZlt) and terminate. Otherwise, update iteration counter k← k + 1

and continue with step 1.

If a decision maker prefers to use the relative difference of objective values over two consecutive iterations,

Zk
lt ¼ Zk−1

lt should be substituted by OFk
TS − OFk−1

TS

� �
=OFk

TS ≤ ε in step 3 of the algorithm.

4 | COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

4.1 | Case study

The proposed IMSwTS model and the decomposition method are tested on modified IEEE 24‐bus reliability test system

(RTS).38,39 The modified IEEE 24‐bus RTS has 32 generation units and 39 transmission lines, which is depicted in

Figure 1. The switchable lines are L1, L5, L12, L15, L16, L18, L24, L32, L34, and L36. The generation units due for main-

tenance are G5, G10, G15, G20, G25, and G30, and transmission line due for maintenance is L15. All transmission lines

and generation units are considered in the N‐1 contingency list. All MILP problems are solved by CPLEX40 under

GAMS modeling environment.41 The maintenance cost of all generation units and transmission lines are $24k and

$96k, respectively, for each day of maintenance. The maintenance planning horizon is 1 month, and the resolution

of time intervals is a day. The maintenance duration of all transmission lines and generation units are 3 and 5 days,

respectively. The problem is solved for the month March. The daily system demand across the month March is shown

in Figure 2.39 The demand is high at the beginning of the weeks, eg, days 6, 13, 20, and 27, and decreases across the

weeks. The system peak demand over the month under study happens on day 6, which is equal to 2100 MW.

4.2 | Results and analysis

The size of IMS and IMSwTS problems, with and without N‐1 security constraints, in terms of the number of continuous

and binary variables as well as the number of constraints are provided in Table 1. The main difference between IMS and
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FIGURE 2 Daily system demand of IEEE 24‐bus RTS in march

FIGURE 1 The modified IEEE 24‐bus

reliability test system
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IMSwTS problems is the number of binary variables. Incorporating N‐1 security constraints into the both IMS and

IMSwTS models increases the number of continuous variables and constraints significantly. However, adding security

constraints does not affect the number of binary variables since both maintenance schedule and TS statuses are the

same for all contingency states including the normal state and N‐1 ones. The differences of the IMSwTS and IMS models

are the number of constraints and binary variables. Since 10 transmission lines are switchable, the IMSwTS model has

310 (31 × 10) binary variables more than the IMS model.

The solution times of the IMS and IMSwTS models are given in Table 2. Despite the binary variables, eg, generation

and transmission maintenance scheduling, and the continuous variables, eg, power generation and power flow of this

paper, the IMS problem is solved in terms of the without and with N‐1 security criteria in 1 and 424 seconds, respec-

tively. By considering transmission switching to this problem (IMSwTS), the model has heavy computational burden

which cannot be solved without decomposition approach, eg, each of the unified IMSwTS problems with and without

N‐1 security constraints does not solve in 1 hour, ie, 3600 seconds. In the unified IMSwTS problem, the maintenance

schedule binds time intervals together on one hand and TS variables connect the normal and contingency states on

the other hand, whereas separation of IMS and TS problems in the proposed decomposition method decreases the com-

putational complexity. The insecure IMSwTS and N‐1 secure IMSwTS problems are solved in 36 and 1098 seconds,

respectively, with the proposed decomposition method. The insecure IMSwTS and N‐1 secure IMSwTS problems take

four and two iterations to converge, respectively. Moreover, the solution times of the N‐1 secure models are significantly

greater than the insecure ones for both with and without TS problems, ie, 36 times for insecure model and 2.59 times for

N‐1 secure one.

The maintenance scheduling cost and switching states are presented in Figure 3 and Table 3. The scheduling costs of

IMS and IMSwTS problems are $22 909.54k and $14 891.77k, respectively, when the N‐1 security criterion is not taken

into account. Therefore, TS reduces the system cost by 35%. The cost saving is dropped to 4.1% when the N‐1 constraints

are added to the model. The main reason for this observation is that TS decreases the system cost by switching out the

redundant transmission lines. When N‐1 security constraints are incorporated into the model, lower switchable lines are

disconnected for the sake of security. In other words, although switching out transmission lines may bring cost saving

for normal operation of the power system, it may result in load curtailment in contingency states. Therefore, when N‐1

security constraints are added to the model, supplying demand in contingency states is guaranteed by lower discon-

nected transmission lines and at the expense of increasing scheduling cost. Note that the obtained results are consistent

with the other TS studies such as Hedman et al,10 in which adding N‐1 shrinks the cost saving.

The statuses of switchable transmission lines are presented in Figure 3. An important observation is that the consid-

erably lower transmission lines are switched out when N‐1 security constraints are added to the IMSwTS model. For

example, the switching statuses of the lines 5 and 24 are changed from open in all time intervals to close when N‐1 secu-

rity constraints are included in the IMSwTS model. In the case with N‐1 security criterion, more transmission lines are

kept in service in order to ensure that the system can supply demand in the contingency states. Another observation is

TABLE 1 The size of the optimization problems

Without Transmission Switching With Transmission Switching

Without N‐1 security criterion No. of continuous variables 2948 2948

No. of binary variables 217 527

No. of constraints 8220 8871

With N‐1 security criterion No. of continuous variables 212 043 212 043

No. of binary variables 217 527

No. of constraints 768 836 813 507

TABLE 2 The solution times of the optimization problems

N‐1 Security Criterion Decomposition Without TS, s With TS, s Ratio

No No 1 a a

Yes 1 36 36

Yes No 424 a a

Yes 424 1,098 2.59

aProblem is not solved.
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that only two transmission lines, lines 12 and 16, are open in all time intervals and with and without N‐1 security cri-

terion. Moreover, the line 32 is open in the scheduling period in the without security constraints case. The switching

statuses of these transmission lines are independent of the system loading condition and the components' maintenance

schedule. The switching statuses of the other switchable lines changed in the scheduling horizon.

The scheduled outage periods of generation units and transmission lines scheduled to be maintained for both IMS

and IMSwTS problems are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for without and with security constraints, respectively. The

maintenance schedule changes when N‐1 security constraints are added to the models such that the only the schedule

of generator 10 remains unaffected in the without TS case. An important observation from these figures is that adding

TS to the models changes the optimal maintenance schedule in both with and without N‐1 security constraints such

that only the maintenance of the generator 30 remains unchanged in the case with N‐1 constraints. Note that the

topology of the transmission network is changed by adding TS, and it affects transmission line flow limits, the optimal

power flow, and then the maintenance schedule of the components.

The solution times and the scheduling costs of N‐1 secure IMSwTS with limited open transmission lines are pre-

sented in Table 4. The decomposition algorithm converges in two iterations for all numbers of maximum open lines.

The number of maximum open lines does not have a significant impact on solution times except the case without

TS. The cost saving with 10 switchable lines is 4.1% while the cost saving with maximum one and two open lines are

TABLE 3 Cost saving of TS with and without considering N‐1 security constraints

N‐1 Security Criterion Without TS, k$ With TS, k$ Percentage of Increment, %

No 22 909.54 14 891.77 35

Yes 31 291.31 30 008.46 4.1

FIGURE 4 Maintenance scheduling without N‐1 security criterion and with and without TS

FIGURE 3 The switching states of the switchable transmission lines with and without N‐1 security criterion
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about 3.22% and 3.76% (78% and 92%, of 4.1%), respectively. Moreover, no more cost saving obtained for IMSwTS

problems with maximum number of switching greater than 6. In other words, the cost savings with 6 and 10 maximum

open lines are the same. Therefore, it can be inferred that limited and low transmission switching is highly beneficial

from the system cost point of view and the rate of cost saving decreases by the maximum number of open lines.

5 | CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a formulation for integrated maintenance and transmission switching (IMSwTS). The N‐1 security

constraints are incorporated into the problem formulation in order to explicitly model the security. The resulting prob-

lem is a mixed integer linear program, in which the scheduling time intervals and contingency states are linked by

maintenance schedule and transmission switching variables, respectively. A solution approach is presented for solving

the problem that decomposes the unified IMSwTS problem into an IMS subproblem and a TS subproblem, and solves

them iteratively. The proposed formulation and solution approach are tested on modified IEEE 24‐bus reliability test

system. The unified N‐1 secure IMSwTS problem did not solve in 1 hour, while the decomposition method converged

to the optimality in about 18 minutes. TS results in 4.1% and 35% cost savings in scenarios with and without N‐1 security

constraints, respectively. Including N‐1 security criterion into the IMSwTS model decreases transmission switching and

keep more lines in service which result in higher reliability and lower cost saving. An important observation is that

incorporating TS into the IMS changes the maintenance schedule because of changing the topology of the transmission

system. Finally, the simulations with limited open transmission lines show that TS cost saving rate decreases dramati-

cally with the maximum number of open transmission lines such that the maximum one and two open transmission

lines result in cost savings equal to 3.22% and 3.76%, respectively, whereas the cost saving of the up to 10 open

transmission lines is 4.1%.

FIGURE 5 Maintenance scheduling with N‐1 security criterion and with and without TS

TABLE 4 Impact of maximum open lines

No. of Open Lines Solution Time, s Cost, k$ Cost Saving, %

0 424 31 291.31 0

1 1374 30 284.62 3.22

2 976 30 113.25 3.76

3 1048 30 038.47 4

4 1176 30 011.10 4.09

5 1211 30 008.49 4.1

6 1160 30 008.46 4.1

10 1098 30 008.46 4.1
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NOMENCLATURE

Indices

g Index for generating unit

l Index for transmission line

b Index for bus

t Index for time interval

c Index for normal, c = 0, and contingency states, c ≥ 1

Sets

G Set of all generating units

Gm, Gnm Set of generating units which are (not) supposed to be maintained

Gb Set of generating units at bus b

L Set of all transmission lines

Lm (Lnm) Set of transmission lines which are (not) supposed to be maintained

Ls (Lns) Set of switchable (nonswitchable) transmission lines

L
f =t
b Set of transmission lines from \ to bus b

T Set of time intervals which form the study planning horizon

Cg (Cl) Set of contingency states corresponding to generation unit (transmission line) failures

Ω Set of all variables of the IMSwTS problem

ΩIMS Set of all variables of the IMS subproblem

ΩTS Set of all variables of the TS subproblem

Parameters

DTt Duration of time interval t

Hgt Maintenance cost of unit gin time interval t

Hlt Maintenance cost of line l in time interval t

cg Production cost of unit g

Uc
g Contingency state of unit g in state c

Uc
l Contingency state of line l in state c

F
n

l Maximum power flow of line l in the normal state

F
c

l Maximum power flow of line l in contingency states

Pg Maximum power output of unit g

DLt System demand in time interval t

Dbt Demand of bus b in time interval t

R System reserve rate

MDg Maintenance duration of unit g

MDl Maintenance duration of line l

BMl Big disjunctive constant value

xl Reactance of line l

θ
min, θmax Minimum and maximum voltage phase angle

OFk
IMS The value of objective function of IMS subproblem at iteration k

OFk
TS The objective function value of TS subproblem at iteration k

bXgt Preset fixed status of generation unit g at the beginning of time interval t, 1 if the unit maintenance starts

and 0 otherwise
bY lt Preset fixed status of transmission line l at the beginning of time interval t, 1 if the line maintenance starts

and 0 otherwise
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bZlt (bZlt) Preset fixed status of transmission line l in time interval t(at iteration k), 1 if the line is closed and 0

otherwise

ε A small value

Variables

Xgt Binary decision variable that is equal to 1 if maintenance of unit g starts at the beginning of time interval t and

0 otherwise

Ylt Binary decision variable that is equal to 1 if maintenance of transmission line l starts at the beginning of time

interval t and 0 otherwise

Zlt Switching status of transmission line l in time interval t which is equal to 1 if line l is closed and 0 otherwise

Pc
gt Generation of unit g in time interval t and contingency state c ≥ 1

Pn
gt Generation of unit g in time interval t and normal state (c = 0)

Fc
lt Power flow of line l in time t and contingency state c

θ
c
bt Voltage phase angle of bus b in time t and contingency state c

OFIMS The objective function value of IMS subproblem

OFTS The objective function value of TS subproblem
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